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Abstract
Twenty-first century challenges of nursing work is increasing
complexity of care in the workplace. The most common medical
errors that identified are medication errors. With changing patterns
of health services, the complexity increases in all workplaces. The
aim of study was assessing factor analysis, validity, reliability
and psychometric characteristics of nursing care complexity
scale in medication errors. In this study the scale translates by
Wilde and colleagues model, 115 Iranian nurses were selected by
convenience sampling method. Data was analyzed using SPSS-18.
The age of nurses was 34.8± 7.87 years and almost them were
female (n=78) and mean work experience in ward was 6.07±4.13
years. The factor analysis, rotated matrix determined 5 factors:
1) organizational technology, 2) client condition, 3) critical
care condition,4) decision making methods and 5) creativity in
care. Also reliability using Cronach's alpha coefficient showed
moderate reliability of scale (α=0.61) and correlation coefficient
in test- retest emerged (r=0.88). Although translations of care
complexity scale in medical errors has satisfactory reliability and
validity and can be used in the Iranian health system.
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Introduction
In the 21st century, challenge in nursing work
is the increasing complexity of care in health
systems. The changing pattern of health
services has increased complexity in every
workplace. Thus, nurses are unable to anticipate
many factors that lead to desirable outcomes
and various levels of patient satisfaction [1].
Understanding the complexity of healthcare
systems is essential for improving workplace
in these systems [2]. In understanding nursing
work, knowledge of complexity has been
increasingly used as an appropriate approach

for explaining organizational dynamics and
nursing work [3].
Administration of medication is among the
major duties of nurses, and is influenced by
pharmaceutical companies in terms of different
forms of drugs, large and different numbers of
drugs for patients, policies, processes and new
organizational technologies. It is therefore a
complex process [4]. Furthermore, as a medical
error, medication errors have been recognized
among important challenges and a threat
to patient safety in every country [5], such
that drug complications are the fifth leading
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cause of death next to car accidents, diabetes,
renal diseases, breast cancer, and influenza in
America [6], and the American Medical Institute
has considered it as one of 5 groups of medical
errors [7]. Bates et al. reported that 2% to 14%
of patients experience at least one medication
error in the course of their hospitalization, and
a minimum of one medication error occurs
daily for patients in any hospital [8]. In relation
to administration of drugs by nurses, Baker
et al. reported that one out of every 5 drugs
administered for patients leads to a medication
error [9]. Researchers have shown that
complexity of environment such as distraction,
workload, number of staff, and working
conditions are contributing factors to medication
errors [10, 11]. Inappropriate workplace such as
large workload, irregular work and personnel
shortages, distraction, delay in administration
of drugs to patients, in addition to inappropriate
patient-nurse ratio increase medication errors
[12-14]. Meanwhile, complexity of care
increases in patients hospitalized with acute
and critical conditions, and nurses are forced to
simultaneously organize, prioritize, and manage
changes in clinical information of different
patients [15-16]. Considering importance of
complexity of care in medication errors by
nurses, and its role in providing strategies to
prevent errors, the need is felt for a valid and
reliable tool for measurement of complexity
of care in nurses’ medication error model,
to enable recommendations of strategies for
reduction, control and prevention of medication
errors and interventions to authorities. Although
there are tools for measurement of complexity
of care, such as the 14-item Orton et al. scale
that was modified by Mark in 1992 and again by
Mark et al. in 2004, and 15-item Walskois scale
(2005), the latter considers all aspects of patient
care comprehensively. The 15-item Walskois
scale “measuring complexity in nursing care
centers” was designed in 2005, and because
of its comprehensiveness in considering all
aspects of patient care, it is used in this study to
assess complexity of nursing care in medication
errors, and since so far no appropriate tool for
measuring complexity in medication errors has

been designed and undergone psychometrics
in Iran, thus present study aims to conduct
psychometric assessment of “complexity of
care in medication errors” tool according to
Reason Human error model, to help meeting
community needs.
Method
The complexity of care tool was designed by
Donna Maria Walskois in 2005 as her Nursing
PhD thesis from University of Arizona. This
tool contains 45 items, and assesses aspects of
patient care, and organizational science and
technology, with 4-option Likert scale (from
totally disagree to totally agree). Following
factor analysis, 30 of its items were merged
with other items. Generally, 9 items concern
the patient, 7 are about performance, and 9
are about patient care knowledge. Finally, a
15-item short-form was obtained. Content
validity was confirmed using specialized
nurses and extensive theoretical knowledge,
factor analysis, and construct validity, and
Cronbach’s alpha (α=0.82) and test-retest
correlation coefficient (r=0.72) were also
found [20].
For psychometrics of complexity of care
tool, permission was obtained from the tool
designer through correspondence, and then
translation and psychometric processes began
using Wild et al. method [21], in which 8
stages are mentioned for translation and
cultural adjustment of the tool including: 1)
translation of questionnaire from original to
target language, 2) combination and merger
of initial translations into a single translation,
3) translation of final translated version back
into original language, 4) review of translated
version from target to original language,
5) preliminary studies, 6) modification and
summing up, 7) determining validity and
reliability of translated tool, and 8) final report.
As the first step, complexity of care tool was
independently translated into Persian from
English by two researchers and an expert in
English language. Next, the three independent
translations were converted into one single
translation in a meeting. In the third step,
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the translated tool was made available to a
university faculty member fluent in English
language, to translate it back into English. Then,
this English version was compared with the
original, and accordingly revised. In the fifth
step, complexity of care tool was studied by 12
nurses from various departments of teaching
centers affiliated to Shahid Beheshti University
of Medical Sciences, and following review of
returned questionnaires, items were simplified
again in terms of writing and meaning (6th
step). In the seventh step, face validity and
reliability (internal consistency and stability)
of complexity of care tool were assessed. In
face validity, the tool was assessed and revised
according to opinions expressed by 12 nursing
experts. Reliability of the tool was confirmed
using internal consistency and stability through
Cronbach’s alpha and correlation coefficient
between test-retest stages, and construct validity
was also assessed using confirmatory factor
analysis to assess factorial structure.
Study population comprised nurses working
in different departments of teaching centers
affiliated to Shahid Beheshti University of
Medical Sciences, Tehran, Iran. Study inclusion
criteria were minimum of a degree qualification,
at least two years work experience in a single
department, and work in different shifts.
Recommended number of participants for
factor analysis is 5-10 participants per item.

Furthermore, since factor analysis is conducted
according to correlation 100-200 participants
suffice; even though there is not a clear rule for
participant size [22]. In this study, 115 nurses
were selected using convenient sampling
method. Data were analyzed using SPSS-18
software. Adequacy of sampling was assessed
with Keiser-Meier-Elkin test, and Bartlett test
to decide if the correlation matrix had any
significant difference with zero, and based on
that, if factor analysis was justified or not, for
which 278.003 was found (P<0.001). Screed
plot and eigenvalue were used to determine
constituent factors of the complexity of care
tool (Figure 1), and rotational varimax for
simplifying and interpretability of factorial
structure. Study objectives and process were
explained to all participants, and their written
consents were obtained. They were also
assured of confidentiality of data, and that they
could withdraw from study at any stage. Also,
if so desired, they could be informed of the
results.
Results
According to present study results, mean age
of participating nurses was 34.89±7.87 years,
and the majority were female (n=78), with
mean work experience of 6.07±4.13 years in
their current department (Table 1).

Table1 Demographic charactristics 0f the prticipants
Variable
Sex
Position

Ward

Education level

76

Female
Male
Head nurse
nurse
ICU
Heart
Emergency
CCU
Pediatric
Medical
Surgical
Dialysis
Post graduate
Under graduate

Frequency
78
37
6
109
17
6
42
9
4
19
11
7
22
93

Percent
65
35
5.21
94.78
14.78
5.21
36.52
7.82
3.47
16.52
9.56
6.08
19.14
80.86
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Results of factor analysis for assessment of
construct validity are presented in Table 2.
Rotational matrix identified 5 factors: most items
(11 items) are associated with factor loading of
1 and least (8 items) with factor loading of 5.
Next, factor loadings found were interpreted
and named. Factor loading 1: organizational
technology, factor loading 2: patient conditions,

3: critical care conditions, 4: decision-making
methods, and 5: creativity in care. Factor
loadings in excess of 0.3 were considered
significant. Furthermore, Cronbach’s alpha
was found for complexity of care tool (α=0.61),
which indicated moderate reliability of the tool.
Correlation coefficient between two stages was
calculated (r=0.88) (Table 3).

Table 2 Rotated component matrix of care complexity scale in medication errors among nursing
Factor loading

Component

1

1 How often is it necessary that patient care be given in a certain order?

2

0.526 0.45

3

4

-

-

often would there be a bad outcome if patient care was not given in 0.457 0.479
2 How
a certain order
often do you perform patient care procedures that must be completed 0.672 0.319
3 How
in a certain order?
often do your patients require that you care for them in a certain
4 How
way?

-

5

0.318
-

0.385

0.391

0338

-

-

-

0.396

-

0.4

-

often do patient care procedures have better results if you do them 0.749
5 How
in a certain order?

-

often is it necessary for you to follow patient care procedures step- 0.747
6 How
by-step?

-

often do you come across new or different kinds of problems while
7 How
giving patient care?

-

-

0.506

often does your work change because of a patient’s condition or
8 How
mood?

-

-

0.744

often do you encounter unfamiliar or unexpected events while caring
9 How
for patients?

-

-

0.581

-

often do things happen on your unit that makes it necessary to change
10 How
the way you give patient care?

-

-

-

0.562

0.689

-

-

0.331

-

often do your patient care actions require extra thought rather than 0.315
13 How
just being able to rely on standard procedures or guidelines?

-

-

-

-

When there is more than one way to perform a patient care procedure
14 (feeding, bathing, dressing, etc) how often can you choose the method or 0.417
way you think is best for the patient?

-

-

-

0.537

often does the patient care you give rely on intuition (your “gut feel15 How
ing”) rather than on set procedures or routines?

-

-

0.314

-

often is there something “new” happening on your job that affects
11 How
how you give patient care?
often do you have to think about how to solve problems that happen
12 How
while you are giving patient care?

-

-

-

0.356
-

-

Table 3 Correlation coefficient and cronach's alpha coefficient of care complexity scale
Scale Name

Correlation coefficient

Cronach’s alpha coefficient

Care Complexity

0.88

0.61
77
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Figure 1 Scree plot

Discussion
This study aimed to perform translation and
psychometric assessment of complexity of care
tool in medication errors. Content and face
validities of the tool were confirmed for all 15
items using opinions of experts in this field.
Results of factors analysis of items and Screed
plot indicated unidimensionality and suitability
of the tool as model of nurses’ medication errors.
In factor analysis, rotation matrix identified
5 factors: Factor loading 1: organizational
technology, factor loading 2: patient conditions,
3: critical care conditions, 4: decision-making
methods, and 5: creativity in care.
Studies conducted at Michigan University
showed that complex needs include all physical,
psychological, and social aspects, which
nurses should carefully assess, and measures
they should take for revival, preservation and
promotion of health and even for dignified
death. Clinical experience are necessary for
improving critical thinking, communication,
collaboration and clinical skills needed for
uniform care in health systems according to
complex patient care requirements [23]. Factor
loading 1 (organizational technology) is in fact
organization’s effort for dealing with goals and
78

how to achieve them [15]. Patient condition as
the second factor loading means that patient
is the instrument of health systems, and his
conditions are changes created in him, and
nursing personnel try to improve, meet needs,
and ultimately discharge patient in desirable
state of health [24]. As the third factor loading,
in acute care conditions, critically ill patients
require urgent admission to intensive care
units, and any delay in their transfer leads to
further crisis in their health conditions [25].
The fourth factor loading concerned decisionmaking methods. In fact, an algorithm is
performed according to scientific evidence and
patient condition for nursing interventions [26].
The fifth factor loading (creativity in care), is
in fact clinical competence in choosing the
best creative strategy for reaching goals [27].
Results of a study by Schenlin et al. (2004)
investigating staff levels and quality of care
showed that under complex circumstances,
nurses spend more time for patient care. Even
with specialized skilled personnel, there are
still flaws in process of care due to complexity
of care caused by plenty of contributing
factors. However, there are huge amounts of
empirical and theoretical evidence that show
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designing an effective management structure is
the best guide, given organizational and work
complexities [28]. Another study conducted
by Mark (1996 and 2004) in emergency
departments showed that organizational
structure is the same as professional nursing
actions that include independence of the nurse,
control over operations and doctor-nurse
interaction in critical situations in patient care
[18-19]. In the opinion of Payro, complexity is
the same as technology, which shows work done
by organization. However, in previous studies,
researchers used complexity in acute care [17,
19], mobile care and in public health [29].
Linaker argues that use of complexity theory
in nursing interventions improves primary
care [30]. Studies have shown that successful
interventions based on complexity theory
eliminate at least one problem or obstacle,
and thus, design of interventions should be
in accordance with conditions, actions and
dynamics of workplace. In fact, there are
challenges in behavior change in clinical
professionals [31-33]. Meanwhile, Mir asserts
that, in addition to complexity of care, patient’s
complex needs can require a totally dynamic,
harmonized team care [34]. Cologan et al.
argued that, considering that complexity of care
includes 3 meanings: 1) nursing inclination,
including concept of dependence, intensity
and complexity of care of patient, 2) workload,
which includes concept of nursing inclination
and all activities associated with patient, and
3) patient assessment, including: intensity of
disease and tendency for care, importance of all
aspects of care is essential [35].
In this study, reliability of the tool was confirmed
using Cronbach’s alpha for internal consistency
and correlation coefficient between test-retest,
and showed stability of the tool.
Among study limitations, not reporting
medication errors by nurses, because of fear of
punishment, reprimand, etc can be cited, which
may have occurred beyond researcher’s control.
Attempts were made in the course of study to
control this limitation by assuring participants
of confidentiality of data and anonymity of
questionnaires.

Conclusion
In this study, psychometric assessment of
complexity of care tool was carried out
and was confirmed. Given the process of
translation and cultural adjustment, it can be
asserted that this tool can also be used in Iran.
In fact, psychometrics of such tools provides
essential information for development of an
appropriate structure to achieve care objectives
and policies, and in any health system, before
medication interventions, complexity of
nursing care should first be conceptualized
and then measured, in order to provide
desirable level of care in the organization. It
is recommended that in future studies criterion
validity should also be assessed, where other
similar tools exist.
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